To realize the full potential of mobile crowd sensing, techniques are needed to deal with uncertainty in participant locations and trajectories. We propose a novel model for spatial task assignment in mobile crowd sensing that uses a dynamic and adaptive data driven scheme to assign moving participants with uncertain trajectories to sensing tasks, in a near-optimal manner. Our scheme is based on building a mobility model from publicly available trajectory history and estimating posterior location values using noisy/uncertain measurements upon which initial tasking assignments are made. These assignments may be refined locally (using exact information) and used by participants to steer their future data collection, which completes the feedback loop. We present the design of our proposed approach with rationale to suggest its value in effective mobile crowd sensing task assignment in the presence of uncertain trajectories.
Introduction
Mobile crowd sensing [7] enables individuals to participate in a collective data sensing paradigm using their smartphones or other computing devices (e.g., contributing pictures, videos, audios, location, or speed measurements). To fully utilize such a paradigm, a task assignment module could be used to recruit a set of qualified individuals to perform the sensing tasks. A general task assignment framework in mobile crowd sensing includes three main entities:
1. Participants are individuals who use a sensor to obtain or measure the required data about a subject of interest.
2. Applications or end users are the entities that request data through tasks and then utilize the information acquired by participants.
3. Tasking entities are responsible for distribution of tasks to participants who meet the requirements of applications. In certain architectures, end users and participants can also act as tasking entities. Figure 1: Effect of uncertainty on spatial task assignment with two participants P 1 and P 2 , and a task T 1 .
An interesting and valuable class of crowd sensing applications is geospatial crowd sensing, in which the goal is to collect data about specific targets that could be objects, events, or phenomena at particular locations. Examples of such geospatial sensing tasks include instant event-based news reporting at the place of event, traffic monitoring, or trail condition updates after storms. In geospatial task assignment, participants' location information are often used in order to coordinate sensing tasks based on the participants' proximity to the sensing targets. Tasks are distributed to participants based on their locations which can be optimized for coverage-based goals (e.g. maximum coverage or partial coverage) combined with cost-based goals (e.g. minimum cost in terms of distance that needs to be traveled to the sensing target or budgeted cost) [11, 23, 18] . However, in many applications, the exact location of participants might not be available to the task assignment server due to error in location-detection devices, noisy transmissions, or explicit location perturbation due to privacy concerns. In addition, participants may be constantly moving (e.g. commuters) and sensing tasks may be updated (e.g. moving crowd in an event). Figure 1 illustrates an example of the spatial task assignment problem with two participant trajectories indicated as P 1 and P 2 and the location of a spatial task shown as T 1 at current time (i.e. labeled as now in the figure). Figure 1a includes exact trajectories as the sequence of locations and time stamps while Figure 1b only contains uncertain trajectories as the sequence of location areas at each time point. Assume that a task assignment server has access to these trajectories along with the location of the task, and an assignment goal which requires tasks to be assigned to the closest participants at each time point. While it is intuitive to assign T 1 to P 1 at current time in Figure 1a using exact locations, it might not be as straightforward in Figure 1b which deals with uncertain trajectories. Thus there is an urgent need for dynamic task assignment in mobile crowd sensing for maximized sensing coverage and minimized sensing cost, while adapting in real-time to the dynamic and uncertain locations of participants and the sensing requirements of the applications.
In this paper, we propose a dynamic data driven framework for spatial task assignment in mobile crowd sensing with dynamic and uncertain participant locations. Our approach is based on the DDDAS (Dynamic Data Driven Application Systems) [4] paradigm. The DDDAS concept is crucial to address the big data problem in such crowd sensing applications in order to steer and assign the data collection tasks in targeted ways, adapting dynamically to application needs and the dynamic and uncertain locations of participants. The task assignment entails a synergistic feedback loop between application simulations and data collection: 1) based on assigned tasks, participants report the collected data and possibly their current (uncertain) locations to the application; 2) the collected data are dynamically integrated into an executing simulation to augment or complement the application model (e.g. flood movement), 3) the reported (uncertain) locations are dynamically integrated into an executing mobility model to accurately track participants' moving locations, and 4) conversely the executing simulations update the data collection targets and requirements as well as participants' locations which are then used by the task assignment module to make new task assignments and steer future data collection. Through model-based prediction and filtering, the DDDAS feedback loop is essential to dynamically steer future data collection, adapting in real time to data dynamics, moving participants, and application needs.
An overview of our project PREDICT (Privacy and secuRity Enhancing Dynamic Information Collection and moniToring) is given in [25] which develops a framework for dynamic data collection, aggregation, and analysis with feedback loops enhanced by privacy mechanisms (i.e. when personal information is being collected), while in this paper, we focus on task assignment for data collection in crowd sensing applications. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an account of previous work. In Section 3 we present an step by step overview of our proposed framework followed by a comprehensive description of each module. Finally, Section 4 gives the conclusions and our future research direction.
Related Work

Mobile Crowd Sensing Task Assignment
Task management in mobile crowd sensing can be categorized based on the task allocation scheme as i) autonomous task selection or ii) coordinated task assignment [17] . In autonomous task selection scheme, participants select their tasks autonomously from a pool of globally available tasks. Examples of these approaches may be found in [22, 6] . Since the selected tasks are not optimized globally, these approaches tend to be inefficient with respect to sensing cost or global utility. On the other hand, coordinated task assignment recruits qualified participants and efficiently allocates available sensing resources (i.e. participants) to tasks to meet the goals of applications. Applications might aim for different criteria such as high task coverage, data credibility and quality, or low cost. Examples of this approach can be found in [19, 21, 5, 11, 12] . In this paper, we are interested in a coordinated task assignment approach, however, our work differs from these previous works since we deal with uncertain trajectories of participants and do not have access to exact locations. In addition, we apply the DDDAS concept to account for dynamic data and application needs.
Mobility Modeling and Prediction
Recent mobility studies aim at mining individual's mobility patterns and constructing mobility models using high resolution positioning data such as GPS [1, 15, 16] . In contrast to synthetic mobility models which are based on randomly generated movements, trace-based mobility models fit a statistical model of individual's mobility using real-world trajectories. These models can be constructed based on the trajectories under the walk mode [13, 20] or may consider other modes of transportation [14] (i.e. such as driving or public transportation) which may introduce different statistical properties. Several techniques have been proposed in literature for clustering locations or trajectories, mining their dependencies, and modeling the probability of transition between locations which can be found in a recent survey [15] . Variants of Markov Figure 2: Adaptive dynamic data driven framework for uncertain spatial task assignment model are widely used to model the transition probability between locations by individuals and predict their next destination [2, 9, 14] . Another popular framework for destination prediction using historical trajectories is Bayesian inference [26] . In this paper, we utilize these mobility models in addition to the reported (uncertain) locations to augment the mobility models in order to get more accurate estimates of participants' locations for task assignment.
Dynamic Data Driven Framework For Task Assignment
We propose a novel DDDAS based framework for dynamic spatial task assignment with uncertain trajectories illustrated in Figure 2 . Our framework includes an offline learning process which builds a mobility model by mining the public trajectories to be used as the process model in the filtering module. The framework entails a feedback loop composed of the following key components:
• Participants, based on their assigned tasks, report collected data and voluntarily their current (uncertain) locations to the application.
• The collected data are dynamically integrated into an executing simulation to augment or complement the application model (e.g. flood movement), which updates the sensing targets for future data collection,
• The reported (uncertain) locations are dynamically integrated into a filtering component to augment or complement a mobility model. The prediction step computes or simulates a participant's current location based on her historic trajectory and the mobility model (i.e. prior estimates). The correction step integrates the reported (uncertain) location and predicted location into a more accurate location (i.e. posterior estimate).
• The updated sensing targets and requirements as well as participant information with posterior estimates of their locations are then fed to the uncertain task assignment module which assigns tasks to participants using a probabilistic model while globally optimizing sensing coverage and cost. The output of this module, which is a mapping of tasks to participants, will be returned back to participants. • Once each participant receives a set of tasks from the tasking server, if she has access to her exact location, a local task refinement step (i.e. a second-stage tasking module) can be used to further optimize her set of tasks.
• The final assigned tasks are then used to steer the future data collection as well as possibly participants' future trajectories since they might need to travel to the location of sensing targets.
Since the application model is dependent on specific applications and sensing tasks, we focus on the general task assignment module in this paper and explain each component in detail below.
Learning Mobility Models
To learn a mobility model, we use a set of publicly available trajectories as a historical data set to calculate transition probabilities between adjacent locations. To formulate the location transition process, Bayesian inference and Markov model are two popular methods which are examined in this paper. Note that, we do not consider modes of transport or location-based activities to build these models, however this module can be easily extended to include them. We note that we can learn mobility models for specific individuals if we have sufficient historical personalized trajectories. Of course, additional privacy mechanisms may be required to protect the individual's privacy when learning such personalized models.
Bayesian Inference
A grid-based road network with mapped trajectories can be used to build a Bayesian inference framework for next location prediction [26] . Generally, a map is a two-dimensional g × g grid with granularity of a cell (i.e. all the locations within a single cell are considered to be the same). A graph is build based on the grid where each cell corresponds to a node in the graph, then trajectories are mapped to sequences of these nodes. An example of a 3 × 3 grid is given in Figure 3a , where trajectories T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , and T 4 are shown in the map. Figure 3b represents the trajectories mapped in a graph which is created based on the grid. T 1 and T 2 are identical in the graph because of the granularity which is a grid cell.
After mapping the set of all trajectories T , given a partial trajectory T j , the probability of a node n being the next destination of T j can be computed based on the Bayes rule as , which is the probability that node n contains the next location in given trajectory T j , conditioning on the query trajectory T j .
On the other hand, the probability that node n is the next destination of trajectory T j can be calculated as Equation 2 which is the number of trajectories containing the sequence of nodes in T j followed by node n divided to the total number of trajectories.
Markov Model
Using the same graph as Figure 3b , a Markov model can be constructed which assumes a state for each node of the graph as in Figure 3c . For each pair of adjacent nodes, both transition directions are considered and the probability of each directed edge p rs and p sr are calculated as the probability of location transition between n r and n s and vice versa. In a first-order Markov model, only the current state determines the probability of transiting to the next state, so the probability p rs is calculated as the number of trajectories which have the sequence of two nodes (n r , n s ) divided to the number of trajectories which have n r as shown in Equation 3.
After calculating all the probabilities between the nodes, a g 2 × g 2 transition matrix M is created which can be used as a process model in a state-space model as described in Section 3.2. Moreover, other advanced Markov models such as higher order or hierarchical Markov models can be built to feed more variables to the model which are not considered in this paper, but can be easily plugged into the framework.
Adaptive Filtering
The filtering component in our framework provides estimates of noisy locations in order to improve the accuracy of location information per time stamp to be used in task assignment module. First, given the mobility model as described in Section 3.1, we can create a linear state space model as shown in Figure 4 and formulated in Equation 4. In Figure 4 , x represents true states while z shows observed states.
where A is the time-invariant, linear coefficient and ω k represents the noise of the linear model. Intuitively, the process model linearly relates the current location state x t+1 to the previous state x t as described in Markov model, except for a white Gaussian noise ω, called the process noise with variance Q. The observed state z t is also obtained from the true state x t at each time point t and contains additive measurement noise. we can build a observation model as Equation 5 .
where H is the linear coefficient and ν k represents the additive measurement noise. In our context, this noise can originate from device inaccuracy (e.g. GPS noise) or a perturbation method (e.g. differential privacy) and be modeled differently according to the measurement equipment or process. In this paper, we assume a Gaussian noise with variance R. Given the process model and the measurement model, a filtering algorithm is used for posterior estimation of true state to minimize the measurement error. Two popular filtering algorithms in literature are Kalman Filter [10] and Particle Filter [8] . Kalman filter is optimal for linear processes with a Gaussian noise, while Particle filter makes no assumption about the process model or noise in the state-space model but can be computationally expensive.
Uncertain Spatial Task Assignment
The output of the filtering module for the given set of noisy participant locations at time t is a set of filtered uncertain locations to be used in spatial task assignment. Given a set of updated spatial tasks and assignment goals by applications, and the set of participants with uncertain locations (i.e. output of filtering module), we have developed methods and algorithms to handle location uncertainty and optimize assignment process to achieve required goals of the applications [18] . In our work, we considered coverage-based assignment goals with a distance-based cost model, however, any assignment goal can be adopted in our task assignment module in the dynamic framework. General definitions of task assignment, spatial task and distance-based cost model is given as follows.
A task assignment is a mapping of participants to tasks. Each participant-task pair can be considered also an individual assignment. A cost might be set for each assignment.
A spatial task (i.e. location-based task) includes a target (i.e. an object, event, or phenomena), a location, a time-frame for sensing, and other specific instructions or sensor requirements to perform sensing.
A distance-based cost model defines the cost of each assignment as a function of distance between the participant and the task location. In the simplest definition which considers the exact distance as cost, closest participants to each task will form least costly assignments.
Task coverage could be defined in different ways.
• Single-coverage model means each task needs to be performed by only one participant to be considered as covered.
• K-coverage model requires each task to be assigned to k participants to be considered as covered. This model can be used in untrustworthy or uncertain environments to avoid faulty or missing data.
Considering these task coverage models, coverage-based assignment goals might fall in one of the following categories.
• Maximum coverage assignment aims at maximizing the coverage of tasks by participants. In a single-coverage model, the assignment goal can be summarized as maximizing the number of assigned tasks.
• Minimum-cost coverage-based assignment aims at achieving a task coverage goal with minimum cost. In a single-coverage model, the assignment goal might require only a portion of tasks to be assigned with minimum cost.
• Minimum-cost maximum-coverage assignment aims at maximizing a task coverage goal with minimum cost.
Task Assignment with Uncertain Locations In spatial task assignment with uncertain locations, since exact locations of participants are not provided, the distance information between task locations and participants is unavailable to the tasking server, therefore the server is required to deal with location uncertainty to achieve assignment goals. Spatio-temporal queries over uncertain data have been extensively studied with many algorithms to handle queries such as nearest neighbors, top-k, and range queries [24] . These queries mostly consider the results for one query object and not a set of objects, therefore cannot be directly adopted in our work or would be very inefficient. Among other spatio-temporal queries, K closest pairs query (K-CPQ) [3] which is the problem of finding the K closest pairs between two spatial datasets is the most related query type to our problem, but is not studied for uncertain datasets. Knowing the set of uncertain locations of participants as a set of minimum bounding area of each uncertain location with a probability density function, we can apply two simple methods to calculate the expected distances between this set and the set of exact locations of the tasks. As a naive method, for each participant, we calculate the centroid point of all possible location samples in each uncertainty area and use it to calculate the expected distances between this point and all locations of the task set. As a more accurate alternative method, we first apply a geometric pruning algorithm to remove the task-participant pairs with zero probability of being accessible (i.e. a participant can not travel to the place of a task) and shrink the uncertain areas to only contain the accessible location samples. Then, for the remaining pairs with shrinked areas, we calculate the probabilities of the task locations being accessible by participants as well as the expected distance between task locations and shrinked areas. Finally, the set of expected distances and the accessibility probabilities can be used in our probabilistic task assignment methods proposed in [18] .
Local Task Refinement Once the task assignment is done at the tasking server, the assignments are sent to individual participants. The goal of the local task refinement is to further optimize task assignment results of the global assignments by each participant using her exact location. This approach requires the participants to know their actual locations. This assumption is reasonable when spatial noise is added by participants for privacy-preserving purposes, but can not be applied to other types of uncertainty. Hence, we have considered an optional task refinement module in participant side of our proposed framework. The final assigned tasks are then used by the participants to steer their future data collection, which completes the feedback loop. Our main insights are that given this feedback loop, data will be collected in a targeted way, adapting dynamically to application needs and data dynamics. The data collection process is adapted according to participants' moving trajectories and the sensing tasks in such a way that sensing cost and resource utilization are optimized.
Conclusions and Future Work
The emergence of a variety of crowd sensing applications on top of a platform based on moving individuals (i.e. carrying smart devices) prompts an urgent need for effective management models such as spatial task assignment. Such crowd sensing platform comes with some inherent challenges including a dynamic environment (i.e. moving participants or task targets) with uncertainty (i.e. noisy or imprecise location information) which are addressed in our dynamic spatial task assignment framework based on the DDDAS (Dynamic Data Driven Application Systems) paradigm. Our approach includes 1) a dynamic data driven framework with feedback loops to steer data collection, adapting in real time to moving participants, data dynamics, and application needs, 2) a state-space modeling of participant mobility using public trajectories which continuously adjusts to the dynamic and uncertain locations of participants exploiting an adaptive filtering module, and 3) a spatial task assignment approach to recruit the best set of participants to achieve application-specific goals such as maximum coverage or minimum cost. As a next step, we plan to evaluate our framework with real-time data by implementing a real-world crowd sensing application using our dynamic task assignment approach. We are also interested in extending our approach to take into account other assignment criteria such as data credibility and quality.
